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Can We Talk About Content?



Can We Talk About Content?
“I try to only give advice that’s been done and is provable, so I asked 5 other 
people who have gotten further than me.”



5 People
Andy Crestodina

Jay Baer 

Ross Simmonds

Mark Metry

Gary Vaynerchuk (almost)



“What’s the 
One
Content
Thing 
you’re doing this year?”



5 People

Andy Crestodina - original research

Jay Baer - solving valuable problems

Ross Simmonds - finding new wins 

Mark Metry - getting more magnetic

Gary Vee - What I said for 2 years...
Five Answers



B2B | B2C | NFP
They just work



Andy Crestodina 
Orbit Media



Anchor with Original Research
- Early
- Visual
- Involve influencers



PR
- Optimize titles and headings
- Tease on social
- Embargoed version to blogs
- Email subs (multiple times)
- Social vidsFor Your Research



PR

- Promote on FB Groups
- LinkedIn/Pinterest

- Reddit/Quora
- Pitch to podcasts
- Reach out to roundup bloggers
- Syndicate snippets

- LinkedIn
- Medium

Outreach



PRINT?
- Prove it in the PR
- Share print version

- Prospects
- Partners
- Best peopleWhy TF Not?



Andy’s Case Study: Orbit Media (aka Andy)



Ross Simmonds, 
Foundation



Reddit
- Weird
- Anonymous
- Huge AF
- Good for (possibly) anyone
- Value driven, (value first)is...



Reddit

- Value then PROMO
- Tribe = future focus group
- Chrome Reddit Enhancement 

Suite
- Subreddits of customers
- 1-2 hours per week MAX
- Cols marketing and focus 

groups
for reals.



Reddit

- Value then PROMO
- Tribe = future focus group
- Chrome Reddit Enhancement 

Suite
- Subreddits of customers
- 1-2 hours per week MAX
- Reddit = focus groups + mktg 

+ sales + friends with attitude 
(FWA)

for reals.



Sherlock Homeboy Technique
- Sort a search by top votes
- Figure out a connection
- Leverage what’s being asked 

for and what you can ask for



Jay Baer, 
Convince & Convert



“Great Content Doesn’t Have to Be Complicated.”
- People struggle to produce content that means anything to people
- Constant content problem, but it’ also a customer experience issue
- Expectations have changed with Uber/Airbnb

- “Now that I can get a car with a click, why can’t I _____ to get ____?”
- Puts pressure for more / better experiences in front of customers

- Problems
- Where do we do this?
- CX is flighty and bull-shitty; WE NEED REAL 



“What we give them isn't 
relevant enough to their 
problems. People prefer 
going on the buyer’s 
journey without us.”



Let’s Give Them:

- What they need
- When they need it
- On the channel they want it
- SO THEY CAN TAKE ACTION

So how can we do this?
for reals.



5 x 5 x 5



5 x 5 x 5 Framework
- Segment your buyers/prospects in to groups of 5 (or 3 min.)
- Break out the 5 essential steps in your buyer’s journey
- Craft 5 key questions they need answered at each stage (through interviews 

or drafted/tested)
- Build content based on where people are when they have problems (as well 

as when they leave and when they come back)
- This isn’t “creative” in the Hemingway sense, it’s strategic. Precision & 

design thinking 



Gary Vee, 
Vaynerchuk Media



Audience

- Get religious about audience
- “Everyone is grossly negigent 

of their audience.”
- Anything anyone doesn on 

social should be met with 
appreciation

- Look at the last 7 new 
followers

- Fastest route to the next 17 
followers

- Don’t go chasing the next 10 new 
people you miss the obvious

Care more than you do!



$1.80 Rule
- Find 10 hashtags to follow
- Scroll through the top 9 posts 

in each hashtag
- Leave a comment of value on 

each post
- Engage, engage, engage!Can you afford it?



“Consistency: the 
difference between 
GOATs and sheep(le).” 
-@TheContentKid



Discovery.
Learn by doing.



But what about 
influencers?!



Mark Metry, 
Humans 2.0



Magnets



Brand Magnetic Field



Black Hole



5 People

Andy Crestodina - share original 
research

Jay Baer - answer what people ask

Ross Simmonds - go unexpected

Mark Metry - be magnetic

Gary Vee - consitency

Five Answers



What’s the bigger 
question?



Thanks, y’all!
Idris Fashan | @TheContentKid


